Abstract. The elemental abundances of the mildly hydrogen-deficient R Coronae Borealis (R CrB) star V854 Cen have been estimated. The R CrB stars have been divided into majority and minority classes judging by their abundance patterns. Class assignment has previously been unambiguous but V854 Cen has traits of both the minority and majority class. Neither V854 Cen nor the three obvious minority members show any clear abundance signatures of having been affected by e.g. dust-gas separation as often observed in post-AGB stars. By chemical composition, V854 Cen closely resembles Sakurai's object, which has probably recently experienced a final He-shell flash. Therefore V854 Cen and Sakurai's object may share the same evolutionary background, which would add support for the final-flash scenario as a viable origin of the R CrB stars. Most of the few differences in abundance ratios between the stars could if so be attributed to milder H-ingestion in connection with the final He-shell flash of V854 Cen. The identification of either the majority or the minority group, if any, as final flash objects, remain uncertain, however, due to the unclear membership status of V854 Cen.
Introduction
The extreme hydrogen-deficiency of the R Coronae Borealis (R CrB) stars together with overabundances of elements produced at the time of helium burning suggest that these stars are in late evolutionary stages. A removal of essentially all of the hydrogen-rich envelope prior to leaving the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) is very unlikely in the context of single star evolution for low-and intermediate-mass stars. Furthermore, due to the short time-scale following evolution off the AGB and the lack of significant pre-planetary nebula material, the stars cannot readily be identified with a phase immediately after departing from the AGB. Instead, the R CrB stars are likely to be re-born stars, i.e., stars that evolved off the AGB to the white dwarf cooling regime but now show brief re-appearances as luminous giants.
Two proposals for re-born stars have garnered most attention: the "final flash" (Renzini 1979 ) and the "double degenerate" (Webbink 1984 ) models. In the former a final He-shell flash in a post-AGB star descending the white dwarf cooling track briefly expands the stellar envelope to giant dimensions once again. This He-shell flash quickly depletes the envelope of hydrogen to create an R CrB-like supergiant. Examples of such stars may be the recently discovered Sakurai's object (Asplund et al. 1997b) and FG Sge (Gonzalez et al. 1998 ). The second model involves a merger of a He white dwarf and a C-O white dwarf. Close white dwarf binaries such as WD 2331+290 and WD 0957-666 may merge within a Hubble time and produce hydrogen-deficient giants (Iben et al. 1997) . The pros and cons of each scenario are discussed in Iben et al. (1996) and Schönberner (1996) . Possible progenitors and descendants to the R CrB stars are the hydrogendeficient carbon (HdC) stars (Warner 1967) and the extreme helium (EHe) stars (e.g. Jeffery 1996) , respectively, which may subsequently evolve into the helium sub-dwarf O (HesdO + ) stars. The two suggested scenarios will probably produce different atmospheric chemical compositions. Estimates of the elemental abundances are therefore essential for placing the stars in the correct context of stellar evolution. In two companion articles the compositions of 17 R CrB stars and two EHe stars and Sakurai's object (Asplund et al. 1997b ) have been determined. V854 Cen is discussed separately being a 'peculiar' (!) R CrB star with two special characteristics: a relatively high hydrogen abundance and a propensity to undergo frequent declines. In the present paper the composition of V854 Cen is analysed. Similarities and differences with the compositions of R CrB stars and Sakurai's object are investigated and discussed in light of the proposed evolutionary scenarios.
Observations
V854 Cen was observed in July 1989 with the Cassegrain echelle spectrograph on the CTIO 4m reflector, together with many other R CrB stars which form the basis for the analysis described in Lambert et al. (1998) . At the time, the star was at or close to maximum light. Both red (5500-6840Å) and blue (4200-4900Å) spectra were obtained at a resolution of about 0.3Å. The signal-to-noise of the different spectra is 100 or higher over most of the observed bandpass.
For the C 2 Swan 0-1 band, the He i triplet and the hydrogen lines, synthetic spectroscopy were used to fit the spectral features. Otherwise, equivalent widths of seemingly unblended lines were measured. A list of all lines used for the analysis can be found in Table 4 .
Abundance analysis
The abundance analysis of V854 Cen is based on lineblanketed, hydrogen-deficient model atmospheres similar to those described in Asplund et al. (1997a) . The input abundances for the model atmosphere calculations were determined in an iterative fashion, such that all abundances of the final adopted model were consistent with the results from the abundance analysis, with one important exception, namely carbon, which will be discussed further below.
The stellar parameters T eff = 6750 ± 250 K, log g = 0.0 ± 0.5 and ξ turb = 6.0 ± 1.0 km s −1 were determined utilizing a range of spectral features. The ionization balances of Fe i/Fe ii and Si i/Si ii provide loci in the T efflog g diagram, which run essentially parallel with the so- V854 Cen has only a small light amplitude due to pulsations and the nonsimultaneous photometry compared with the spectroscopy is therefore unlikely to introduce any significant errors. The loci in the T eff -log g diagram of the various indicators are shown in Fig. 1 . The microturbulence parameter ξ turb was derived from Fe ii and Ti ii lines of various strengths.
With the estimated T eff and log g, the H abundance was determined using the wings of Hβ. Hγ was also used but is more affected by blending and was therefore given a lower weight, though the derived abundance was consistent with the value obtained from Hβ. Synthetic spectra of Hα was not attempted since the line is often distorted by emission components even at maximum light for R CrB stars (Rao & Lambert 1997) . For the computed H line profiles, data were taken from Seaton (1990 and private communication) . The weak Balmer lines in V854 Cen, compared to normal supergiants of similar temperature, require a significant H-deficiency, since the strengths of the H line wings remain unchanged or even increase with a decreasing H abundance until another element but H takes over as the dominant opacity source (Böhm-Vitense 1979) . The Balmer line profiles give additional information on T eff and log g, which for V854 Cen were consistent with those of the other indicators.
The continuous opacity at visual wavelengths in atmospheres of R CrB stars is predicted to be provided largely by photoionization of C i from highly excited levels (Searle 1961; Asplund et al. 1997a) . Then, the equivalent widths of C i lines from similarly excited levels must be almost independent of the atmospheric parameters T eff and log g. This expectation is confirmed by the fact that the equivalent widths of weak C i lines are almost the same from one R CrB star to another. However, the analyses of the R CrB stars has revealed a significant discrepancy between the observed and predicted line strengths of the C i lines (Gustafsson & Asplund 1996; Lambert et al. 1998 ): all observed lines are weaker than predicted to the extent that the derived C abundance is on average 0.6 dex less than the input abundance with a small scatter between the stars. The reason for this so called "carbon problem" is still unknown, but it may be related to inappropriate assumptions for the model atmospheres (one-dimensional, static, flux constant models in LTE) on which the analyses are based . Fortunately, various tests suggest that abundance ratios such as [X/Fe] 1 will in general be little affected by the carbon problem. As in the previous studies, we have chosen to adopt a C abundance for the model atmospheres, which results in a "carbon problem" of 0.8 dex.
Despite the fact that C dominates the continuous opacity, He is the most abundant element. In principle, the He abundance may be determined from the presence of the He i 5876Å triplet. The predicted He i D 3 triplet (with the blending C i lines taken into account using synthetic spectroscopy, Lambert et al. 1998 ) is too strong with an assumed C/He ratio of 1% by number, which is the value determined for most of the EHe stars (Jeffery 1996) and deemed appropriate for the R CrB stars by Lambert et al. (1998) . A ratio of 10% seems more suitable, which is the value found for Sakurai's object (Asplund et al. 1997b ). The C/He ratio in V854 Cen is uncertain, however, due to the significant contribution of the blending C i lines, and possible departures from LTE for this high-excitation transition. The derived stellar parameters are independent to first order of the C/He ratio, since He is acting only as an inert element, only contributing to the gas pressure except for at large depths. The effects of the uncertainty in C/He will thus be minor; typically, the [X/Fe] ratios differ by < 0.05 dex when using 1% instead of 10% for the C/He ratio, though smaller absolute abundances will be derived, as is clear from Table 1. A list of the lines used for the abundance analysis with relevant data is shown in Table 4 . The adopted gf-values are the same as in Lambert et al. (1998) , i.e. mainly from a compilation kindly provided by R.E. Luck. For the Fe i and ii lines, data were taken from Lambert et al. (1996) . For the C i lines, Opacity Project gf-values (Seaton et al. 1994; 1 The abundance ratios are defined by the customary [X/Fe]=log (X/Fe) * −log (X/Fe)⊙ Luo & Pradhan 1989) were used assuming LS-coupling, as well as data from Hibbert et al. (1993) for intermediate coupling. Most of the lines used for abundance determination are weak and hence little affected by microturbulence and hyperfine structure, except for Mg, Sc, Ti, Cr, Sr and Ba. For two of the Ba ii lines we have investigated the effects of hyperfine structure, with relevant data taken from Magain (1995) for λ4554.04Å and Villemoes (1993) for λ6496.90Å. Isotope shifts were not included, since they are expected to play a minor role (Cowley & Frey 1989) . The hyperfine structure affects the derived abundances from the lines by only ≤ 0.02 dex, due to the fact that ξ turb is large relative to the hyperfine splitting. Thus, the neglect of hyperfine structure will probably not compromise our conclusions regarding the chemical composition.
Chemical composition and comparison with the other R CrB stars

Elemental abundances
The derived abundances from the LTE analysis are listed in Table 1 . The given errors are the formal standard deviations from the different lines; for elements with only a single line, no error is given. Errors introduced by the uncertainties in the adopted stellar parameters are given in Table 2 , from which we judge the accuracy of most determined abundances to be better than 0.3 dex, except for Ca, Ni, Zn, Sr and Ba where the errors may be slightly larger. Abundance ratios such as [X/Fe] will in general be much less vulnerable to errors in the parameters. Grevesse et al. (1996) . For Li the meteoritic value is adopted. b From Asplund et al. (1997b) c From Lambert et al. (1997) . The majority is an average of 14 stars, with little scatter except for O, Y and Ba. For Mg, Sc, Ti and Zr the mean is based only on a few majority stars d From Jeffery & Heber (1993) . e Input C/He ratio for model atmospheres: 10% estimated for Sakurai's object and C/He=1% assumed for the R CrB stars, except for DY Cen where it was determined spectroscopically to be 1%. f Spectroscopically determined C i abundance, which differs from assumed input abundance by typically 0.6 dex.
According to Table 1 V854 Cen is metal-poor. Assuming C/He=10%, the Fe mass fraction is 0.6 dex below solar if the spectroscopic C abundance is adopted (1.4 dex with the input C abundance). In fact, the Fe/C ratio is the lowest of all analysed R CrB stars with the exception of DY Cen. Had the usual C/He=1% ratio ) been assumed, the derived metallicity might have been problematic considering the galactic location of the star: Z = 800 pc (assuming M bol = −5, Lambert et al. 1998) . The latter suggests that it may belong to the thick disk population, and thus not metal-poor by a large factor. If C/He=1% is still to be preferred, V854 Cen may have acquired the metal-poorness (then 1.6 dex below solar) through chemical processes. One chemical processthe separation of dust and gas -will be investigated in detail below.
Compared to other R CrB stars, V854 Cen is only mildly hydrogen-deficient. Only the hot R CrB DY Cen with log ǫ H = 10.8 has a higher H abundance (Jeffery & Heber 1993) . The H abundance of V854 Cen is log ǫ H = 9.9 for C/He=10% and 8.9 for C/He=1% which is the spectroscopically determined C/He value for DY Cen. The next least H-deficient R CrB star is V CrA with log ǫ H = 8.0 for an adopted C/He=1%. Synthetic spectra of the Hβ profile in V854 Cen is shown in Fig. 2 . A solar hydrogen abundance is clearly excluded since it would require unreasonably low T eff and log g. V854 Cen accentuates the anticorrelation between the H and Fe abundances found for Table 2 . Abundance errors due to uncertainties in the stellar parameters of V854 Cen, defined by ∆(log ǫi) = log ǫi(perturbed) -log ǫi(adopted). The adopted parameters are T eff = 6750 K, log g = 0.00 [cgs] and ξ turb = 6.0 km s R CrB and EHe stars (Heber 1986; Lambert et al. 1998) , which Sakurai's object also follows (Asplund et al. 1997b ).
Nitrogen when considered as a [N/Fe] ratio is slightly less overabundant in V854 Cen ([N/Fe]=1.4) than in the R CrB majority stars (mean of 14 stars [N/Fe] = 1.6). The [N/Fe] ratio in V854 Cen is roughly consistent with a complete conversion of the original CNO nuclei in a slightly metal-poor star to N through CNO-cycling. Some additional N may also have been produced subsequently by proton-capture on 12 C synthesized from He-burning. The [O/Fe] ratio for V854 Cen, which is greater than seen in the R CrB majority stars, would seem to require additional production of O through He-burning.
[Na/Fe], [Al/Fe] (see Fig. 3 ). The slight Ca overabundance ([Ca/Fe]=0.2) is as expected for a mildly metal-poor dwarf (Edvardsson et al. 1993) .
Of the Fe-group elements, Sc and Ti are overabundant while Cr has a solar abundance relative Fe: [Sc/Fe]=1.2, [Ti/Fe]=0.5 and [Cr/Fe]=0.0. In particular Sc is very overabundant, which suggests synthesis by the s-process such that the Sc abundance is raised by neutron captures on the much more abundant Ca nuclei. This is supported by the observed enhancements of the s-elements. A similar phenomenon has been observed in the related stars FG Sge (Acker et al. 1982; Gonzalez et al. 1998 ) and Sakurai's object (Asplund et al. 1997b Fig. 4 ) are distinctly non-solar, which cannot be attributed to an initial metal-poor composition for V854 Cen. Malaney's (1987a) calculations of s-processing in a single exposure, the elements Ni-Ce suggest that V854 Cen has suffered a mild neutron exposure of τ 0 = 0.1 − 0.2 mb −1 , as shown in Table 3 . Since also Ni and Zn are well fit by the predictions, the stellar atmosphere may consist predominantly of material exposed to neutrons. If instead the elemental abundances are to be explained as the result of s-processing by an exponential exposure, the derived abundances suggest τ 0 = 0.05 − 0.1 mb −1 (Malaney 1987b) . In this case, the observed [Ni/Fe] is not well reproduced. The estimated neutron exposure is similar to what seems appropriate for most of the R CrB stars , and indicates either that the formation of an R CrB star in general produces an environment capable of mild sprocessing, or that the atmospheres have retained the sprocess characteristics from the previous thermally pulsing AGB-phase. The latter possibility may likely be discounted as s-process enriched AGB stars generally show a much more severe exposure to neutrons, say τ 0 ≈ 0.2 − 0.4 mb −1 (Busso et al. 1995) . A final He-shell flash in a post-AGB star is clearly able to produce these abundance patterns, as demonstrated by Sakurai's object. It is more uncertain whether this is also possible in the merger of two white dwarfs.
Minority or majority status for V854 Cen?
The first survey of compositions of R CrB stars (Lambert & Rao 1994) With the abundances determined here, V854 Cen is mainly located in between the three minority stars and the majority group, as shown in e.g. Fig. 3 Fig. 4 ) ratios are also atypical of the majority (on average 0.6 and 0.7, respectively) but typical of the minority for which both ratios show a large range. The results for V854 Cen may suggest that there is a gradual difference between the two groups introduced perhaps by varying degree of dust depletion rather than reflecting different evolutionary backgrounds.
Iron-depleted rather than iron-deficient?
The peculiar abundances relative to Fe of V854 Cen may suggest that the star was not born as metal poor as its Fe abundance indicates. Dust depletion has been proposed to explain the observed abundance patterns in several post-AGB stars (cf. Bond 1991; Lambert 1996) and λ Boötis stars (Venn & Lambert 1990) , as well as in the hot R CrB star DY Cen (Jeffery & Heber 1993) ; elements that condense readily into grains are now underabundant in these stellar photospheres.
It is tempting to identify the low Fe abundance of the minority stars as the result of a dust-gas separation that either occurred in the post-AGB progenitor or is occurring in the R CrB star. The temptation is especially strong for V854 Cen which is frequently in decline with its surface obscured by dust. A high [S/Fe] ratio is readily explained as S does not easily condense. Moreover, a high [S/Fe] ratio is characteristic of those post-AGB stars for which a severe separation of dust and gas has occurred. However, the 2 Rao & Lambert (1996) placed V854 Cen in the minority group based on a preliminary analysis that overestimated the hydrogen abundance. As a result the continuous opacity and resultant abundances were overestimated. In particular, the high [Si/Fe] suggested a membership of the minority, but the more accurate analysis presented here gives a lower [Si/Fe] ratio. The difference in [X/Fe] ratios is attributed to differences in temperature gradients of the model atmospheres. With the lower hydrogen content estimated here, the continuous opacity will be lower, and hence backwarming will be more pronounced. high [Si/Fe] is not naïvely expected, in particular not if the dust-gas separation occurred in the C-rich gas of an R CrB star because in such an environment a likely condensate is SiC. The [Si/Fe] ratio of the extreme minority stars DY Cen, V CrA, and V3795 Sgr greatly exceed the [Si/Fe] ratios seen in even those post-AGB stars most severely affected by the dust-gas separation. In Fig. 5 the observed depletions, defined here as the stellar abundance relative to the solar value, are shown for the minority members, as a function of the observed depletions for the ζ Oph main cloud (Cardelli 1994) . The latter cloud is taken as being representative of the ISM depletions. Note that the observed depletions using this definition do not necessarily reflect the exact amount of removed material, since the initial metallicity may not have been solar, but indicate the differential depletion between different elements.
Though there is some tendency for the abundances to follow the ISM depletions as seen in Fig. 5 , the correlation is not conclusive. The differential depletion for the different elements for each star does not seem to exceed about 1.0 dex. Judging from Fig. 5 , all elements, if depleted, seem to have been altered roughly by the same amount, except possibly Si, S, Ni and Zn. In the case of S and Zn this might be expected but not for Si and Ni. A further complication is that the initial abundances of, e.g., the s-process elements, such as Ni and Zn (see above), and the proton-capture elements like Na and Al, have likely been modified by nucleosynthesis. This is exemplified by a slightly greater depletion of S than Al in V854 Cen, while in the ISM S reflects the initial metallicity and Al being one of the most depleted elements.
Before drawing any definite conclusions more condensation calculations for H-deficient and C-rich environments are needed. Such a special composition may well 
Abundance similarities with Sakurai's object
In many respects V854 Cen is similar to Sakurai's object, which has probably recently experienced a final He-shell flash. Sakurai's object is H-deficient and C-rich, like the R CrB stars. Furthermore the abundances of some elements, most notably H, Li and the light s-process elements, seem to have changed significantly within only five months in 1996, presumably as a result of mixing of material exposed to nucleosynthesis with the stellar surface layers following an ingestion of the H-rich envelope (Asplund et al. 1997b ). The abundances of Sakurai's object in May and October 1996 are listed in Table 1 . As shown in Fig. 6 , the differences in [X/Fe] between V854 Cen and Sakurai's object in May and October 1996 do not exceed 0.3 dex for the elements studied besides H, Li, N, and the s-process elements, and possibly C and Al. As has already been mentioned, the H abundances are also higher in these stars relative to the R CrB stars in general. Indeed, V854 Cen is more similar to Sakurai's object than any of the other R CrB stars, which suggests a similar evolutionary background as final flash objects for the two stars.
Most of the abundance differences between the two stars could be interpreted as a result of less amount of H ingestion in connection with the He-shell flash. The proton supply may not have been sufficiently high to raise the 13 C abundance significantly (Renzini 1990 ), which in turn prevented 13 C(α,n) 16 O from being as efficient a neutron (Asplund et al. 1997b ) and the mean of the majority R CrB stars (△) . Note that the apparent changes in [X/Fe] for Sakurai's object between the two dates do not necessarily reflect the real alterations in absolute abundances obvious in Table 1 , since the abundance of Fe is not the same, which may or may not be real since it is still within the observational uncertainties source for s-processing as seems to have been the case in Sakurai's object. Unfortunately, the C 2 Swan bands are too weak in V854 Cen to admit a useful estimate of the 12 C/ 13 C ratio but a high ratio would not be surprising. More severe s-processing probably explains the higher [Sc/Fe] in Sakurai's object in October 1996 as well. Li production is dependent on the amount of 3 He in the envelope and on physical conditions, especially the convective velocity, at the time the Cameron-Fowler (1971) mechanism is initiated. It is not surprising that two stars with otherwise similar compositions may differ in their Li abundances. The lower N abundance in V854 Cen cannot, however, be attributed to reduced CNO-cycling in connection with the final flash, since the low observed 12 C/ 13 C and N/C ratios in Sakurai's object are not consistent with a significant simultaneous synthesis of N (Asplund et al. 1997b) . The difference in [N/Fe] must therefore have been inherited from earlier CNO-cycling and He-burning episodes. As already noted, the derived [C/Fe] ratios are somewhat suspicious in light of the "carbon problem".
A possible problem with this interpretation is the slightly larger [Na/Fe] ratio in V854 Cen by 0.2 dex compared with Sakurai's object, which might indicate more proton captures. This minor difference can presumably be attributed to uncertainties in the analyses or that V854 Cen might be of lower initial metallicity which would increase [Ne/Fe] and [Na/Fe].
It should be emphasized that Sakurai's object has continued to evolve since October 1996, and its future composition may therefore not resemble V854 Cen's. Our spectroscopic monitoring reveals that the star has become cooler in 1997, which is apparent from the development of conspicuous molecular bands. The cooling is also evident from photometry (Duerbeck et al. 1997 ). The change in T eff has probably caused an increased extension of the convective zone to deeper layers where further processed material could possibly be dredged up. This may, however, not necessarily imply a significant alteration of the elemental abundances, though further studies of possible changes in the chemical composition of the star is definitely encouraged. We note that V854 Cen resembles Sakurai's object more closely than any other R CrB star, both for May and October 1996, in spite of the modifications of the abundances during 1996. According to Fig 6, some [X/Fe] ratios seem to evolve towards the observed ratios in V854 Cen, while other ratios apparently become less similar. The latter are at least partly due to a slight increase in the absolute abundance of Fe between the two dates, which may or may not be real since it is still within the observational uncertainties. Also, the significant amount of mixing of s-processed material that occurred in Sakurai's object during 1996 explains the diverging ratios for the selements. As already mentioned, the differences between V854 Cen and Sakurai's object can largely be attributed to differing degree of H-envelope ingestion. Therefore, the continued evolution of Sakurai's object, even if it induces further abundance changes, does not necessarily contradict the possible interpretation of a similar background for the two stars. In particular, the resemblance between the two is based largely on elements unlikely to be modified by further nuclear processing and such similarities will likely still remain.
Conclusions
The derived chemical composition for V854 Cen suggests that it belongs to the minority group of the R CrB stars, though less extreme than the other three minority members. One is tempted to term it a minority-majority transition object. As an R CrB star, V854 Cen is not only one of the stars with the lowest Fe/C ratio but also one of the least H-deficient. V854 Cen accentuates the anticorrelation between the H and Fe abundances found for the R CrB and EHe stars (Heber 1986; Lambert et al. 1998) . Like most R CrB stars, V854 Cen shows indications of a mild neutron exposure.
Perhaps, the most interesting result is the abundance similarities between V854 Cen and the final He-shell flash candidate Sakurai's object (Asplund et al. 1997b ). In fact, V854 Cen resembles Sakurai's object more closely than any of the other R CrB stars. This might suggest that the two stars also share the same evolutionary background. Most of the abundance differences could if so be attributed to less amount of H-envelope ingestion in connection with the final flash for V854 Cen.
If V854 Cen is indeed a final flash object, a search in optical or IR for a fossil shell from a previous planetary nebula stage could be rewarding. In this context we note that nebular emission lines of
and Hα, have already been observed for the star during a decline (Rao & Lambert 1993) . A connection between V854 Cen and Sakurai's object would suggest that the final flash scenario is a viable channel to form R CrB stars. Unfortunately, the status of V854 Cen regarding class assignment as a minority or majority member is unclear. It is therefore difficult to associate either group, if any, with being final flash objects. An alternative interpretation is that all R CrB stars have been formed through the same mechanism but e.g. dust-gas separation have introduced the differences in abundances between the two groups, though such dust depletion must then have proceeded quite differently than in the ISM. Further theoretical predictions for the two proposed models regarding the resulting chemical compositions for different initial conditions are clearly desirable in order to discriminate between them, as well as work on the expected results of a dust depletion in H-deficient and C-rich environments. A continued monitoring of possible abundance changes in Sakurai's object is clearly also a priority. 
